Abstract: As convective clouds in Northeast Asia are accompanied by various hazards related with heavy rainfall and thunderstorms, it is very important to detect convective initiation (CI) in the region in order to mitigate damage by such hazards. In this study, a novel approach for CI detection using images from Meteorological Imager (MI), a payload of the Communication, Ocean, and Meteorological Satellite (COMS), was developed by improving the criteria of the interest fields of Rapidly Developing Cumulus Areas (RDCA) derivation algorithm, an official CI detection algorithm for Multi-functional Transport SATellite-2 (MTSAT-2), based on three machine learning approaches-decision trees (DT), random forest (RF), and support vector machines (SVM). CI was defined as clouds within a 16 × 16 km window with the first detection of lightning occurrence at the center. A total of nine interest fields derived from visible, water vapor, and two thermal infrared images of MI obtained 15-75 min before the lightning occurrence were used as input variables for CI
detection. RF produced slightly higher performance (probability of detection (POD) of 75.5% and false alarm rate (FAR) of 46.2%) than DT (POD of 70.7% and FAR of 46.6%) for detection of CI caused by migrating frontal cyclones and unstable atmosphere. SVM resulted in relatively poor performance with very high FAR ~83.3%. The averaged lead times of CI detection based on the DT and RF models were 36.8 and 37.7 min, respectively. This implies that CI over Northeast Asia can be forecasted ~30-45 min in advance using COMS MI data.
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Introduction
Convective clouds are developed by various weather systems such as meso-scale convective systems, migrating frontal cyclones, and large-scale monsoonal fronts, which often result in heavy rainfall and thunderstorm events [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Various meteorological hazards, such as lightning, hail, gusty winds, and floods, are closely related to heavy rainfall and thunderstorms accompanied by convective clouds [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . These hazards affect infrastructure and result in significant human and socioeconomic loss. Therefore, there is a need to detect convective initiation (CI) prior to heavy rainfall and thunderstorm development in order to minimize damage by such hazards.
Polar orbiting satellites employing infrared channels have been widely used to detect convective clouds since the 1990s [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] using brightness temperature (TB) difference depending on cloud types. Setvak and Doswell III [17] used an infrared channel of Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) to detect convective storms by assuming that the tops of convective storms are composed of ice cloud particles only and thus they can be characterized as blackbodies. Yuan and Li [18] extracted convective clouds using cloud optical depth and TB obtained from the infrared channels of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), and analyzed physical properties of the clouds. While polar orbiting satellite sensors are very useful to detect convective clouds, they have not been operationally used to detect CI because their temporal resolution of a few days is much longer than the time scale of the development of convective clouds (~hours).
Geostationary satellites are ideal to detect CI because they provide data over large areas with a very high temporal resolution of a few minutes (currently, 15 min is the best). Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) systems and the Spinning Enhanced Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) onboard Meteorological Second Generation (MSG) meteorological satellites, operated by the National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service (NESDIS) and European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMESAT), respectively, are the representative ones. These satellites are equipped with optical sensors that provide visible and infrared imagery at several spectral wavelengths with a spatial resolution of a few kilometers. Many studies have been performed to detect CI using GOES [3, 4, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and SEVIRI [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] data. Based on the fact that TB at spectral channels should vary in time during the course of atmospheric convection [3, 24, 30] , most of the previous studies focused on developing nowcasting algorithms of CI using interest fields of specific spectral channels such as TB, difference of TB at different channels, and the patterns of their temporal variations. SATellite Convection Analysis and Tracking (SATCAST) developed by University of Alabama [3, 24] and Rapid Development Thunderstorms (RDT) developed by the Meteo-France and EUMETSAT nowcasting Satellite Application Facility (SAF) [31] are used to detect CI from GOES and SEVIRI data, respectively. The previously developed algorithms were mostly validated for a few regions in North America [3, 24] and Europe [26, 29] , and showed good performances with a probability of detection up to 80% and a false alarm rate of ~60%. However, the performances of such algorithms have not been reported so far over Northeast Asia where convective clouds are prevalent in the East Asian summer monsoon period (Changma in Korea, Mei-Yu in China and Baiu in Japan) and typhoons [32, 33] . Convective clouds over the region are frequently accompanied by lightning, strong winds, and localized heavy rainfall events, which result in huge losses of both life and property [32] .
Communication, Ocean, and Meteorological Satellite (COMS), the first Korean geostationary satellite, launched on 27 June 2010, is equipped with three payloads: Meteorological Imager (MI), Geostationary Ocean Color Imager, and Ka-band Communication Payload System [34] . The MI was designed to obtain continuous near-real time meteorological products with a pixel size of 1 km using a visible channel and 4 km using four spectral channels such as shortwave infrared, water vapor, and thermal infrared channels. COMS MI scans a local area including the Korean peninsula as the center (2500 × 2500 km) in every 15 min; meanwhile it provides the full disk image of Earth every 3 h. Therefore, COMS MI can be used for nowcasting of CI over Northeast Asia. However, operational CI algorithms for COMS have not been developed yet. As the specification of the spectral bands of COMS MI is similar to that of Multi-functional Transport SATellite-2 (MTSAT-2) Imager operated by Japan, it may be possible to develop CI algorithms for COMS based on the MTSAT-2 CI detection algorithm, i.e., the Rapidly Developing Cumulus Areas (RDCA) derivation algorithm [35] . MTSAT-2 RDCA detects CI over Northeast Asia using several interest fields which were developed by adopting the ideas of the interest fields originally used in the CI detection algorithm for GOES [3] . The RDCA detection algorithm is relatively simple, and uses only one threshold value for each interest field which was determined based only on the case of convective clouds that occurred during the summer season in 2011 [35] . Therefore, MTSAT-2 RDCA might produce inaccurate CI detection products in different times and environments. To apply the interest fields of MTSAT-2 RDCA to COMS MI, new criteria should be used to accurately detect CI caused by various weather systems in Northeast Asia.
In response to these demands, the objectives of this study are to (1) develop a novel approach to CI detection from COMS MI satellite data, (2) evaluate three machine learning models for CI detection in terms of performance and efficiency, and (3) identify key input variables and the optimum lead time for CI detection. COMS MI and lightning observation data used in this study are presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the methodology for developing CI detection models from COMS MI based on machine learning approaches. Results from the CI detection models and discussion are covered in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.
Data

COMS MI
COMS MI is the first Korean meteorological sensor to continuously monitor meteorological phenomena and to extract various meteorological parameters with high temporal resolution. COMS MI is composed of five spectral channels: visible (VIS; 0.55-0.8 μm), shortwave infrared (SWIR; 3.5-4.0 μm), water vapor (WV; 6.5-7.0 μm), and thermal infrared (IR1 at 10.3-11.3 μm and IR2 at 11.5-12.5 μm, respectively) ( Table 1 ). The VIS channel scans the surface and atmosphere with 1 km spatial resolution (i.e., a nominal sub-satellite resolution), while the other channels have 4 km resolution. Temporal resolution of COMS MI is 15 min at a standard mode. In the case of extreme weather conditions, COMS MI can collect data at up to eight times an hour (~8 min intervals) [34] , from which it is possible to construct an early warning system of meteorological hazards in Northeast Asia. The visible and infrared channels of COMS MI from 2011 to 2014 were used to develop the CI detection models and new criteria of the interest fields in MTSAT-2 RDCA.
Lightning Data
Since convective clouds are typically accompanied by lightning, lightning observation data can be used as a reliable indicator of CI [36] . Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA) has operated a ground-based Total Lightning Detection System (TLDS) that is composed of 7 IMProved Accuracy from Combined Technology Enhanced Sensitivity and Performance (IMPACT ESP) sensors and 17 Lightning Detection And Ranging (LDAR) II sensors since 2001. IMPACT ESP sensors detect cloudto-ground discharge while LDAR II sensors observe cloud-to-cloud discharge. The TLDS has a lightning detection accuracy of ~90%, with a location accuracy of 500 m over inland areas and 2 km over the ocean [37] . The TLDS lightning observation data from 2011 to 2014 were used to determine the CI areas from IR1 images of COMS MI. 
Methodology
As mentioned, the RDCA detects CI areas from MTSAT-2 images using only one threshold value for each interest field [35] . Such simple criteria of the interest fields might not be sufficient to accurately detect convective clouds driven by various weather systems, which can have diverse values for the interest fields. In this study, the new criteria of the interest fields were assessed to improve the CI detection performance and efficiency using COMS MI data. Binary classification was applied to detect CI from COMS MI data, in which the interest fields of MTSAT-2 RDCA were used as input variables. Figure 1 shows the processing flow of the binary classification based on machine learning approaches. This section describes the interest fields of RDCA and three machine learning approaches used for the binary classification of CI and non-CI. The method for collecting samples for classification and validation is also described in this section. 
Convective Initiation Interest Fields for COMS MI
The interest fields used in RDCA (Table 2) can be used to develop a CI detection model for COMS due to the large similarity of spectral channels between the COMS MI and MTSAT-2 Imager. The VIS channel of MI has 1 km spatial resolution, while the other spectral channels have 4 km resolution. The different spatial resolutions make it difficult to combine the spectral channels. In order to efficiently process data, the COMS MI images were downscaled to 1 km resolution using bilinear interpolation.
Clear sky and thin cloudy areas were removed from MI images using reflectance (α) at VIS, TB at IR1, and the difference of TBs between the IR1 and IR2 channels. The term α at VIS varies by solar zenith angle, which produces incorrect interest fields related to the VIS channel. Therefore, α at VIS must be normalized to the solar zenith angle. In this study, α at VIS was normalized by
where α θ is the normalized reflectance and θ is a solar zenith angle. A criterion of IR1 TB higher than 288.15 K was used to mask areas of clear sky, while criteria of α θ > 45% and TB difference between IR1 and IR2 < 2 K was used to remove thin clouds and cirrus [35] . These criteria are essential to mask clear sky and thin cloudy areas, but work only in summer season in the absence of snow [35] . Thus, the CI detection models developed in this study can be applied to COMS MI images with such conditions. The interest fields in Table 2 are closely related to the growth of clouds. The difference between the maximum and average of VIS α θ (VIS α θ Max.-Avg.), the difference between minimum TB and averaged TB at IR1 (IR1 TB Min.-Avg.), and the standard deviations of VIS α θ and IR1 TB (VIS α θ STD and IR1 TB STD) represent cloud roughness which is strongly correlated with the growth of clouds [3, 35] . The maximum of VIS α θ and minimum of IR1 TB were calculated using a 7 × 7 pixel window, while the average of VIS α θ and IR1 TB, and their standard deviations were calculated based on a 21 × 21 pixel window. This follows the methods used in the MTSAT-2 RDCA [35] . VIS α θ Max.-Avg. and IR1 TB Min.-Avg. represent minute characteristics of clouds developing in the vertical direction in a formative stage [35] . The clouds developed by local strong upward flow show higher reflectance and lower temperature than their surrounding clouds, resulting in increasing VIS α θ Max.-Avg. and decreasing IR1 TB Min.-Avg. in CI areas [35] . VIS α θ STD and IR1 TB STD indicate cloud-top asperity, which become apparent as vertically developing clouds [35] . The difference between TBs at WV and IR1 (WV-IR1 TB) is an indicator representing the cloud-top height relative to the tropopause [3, 35] , which makes possible to estimate the development stage of the clouds. As the surface is typically warmer than the upper troposphere, the value of WV -IR1 TB is usually negative. The values of WV-IR1 TB become negative but near to zero when cumulus clouds evolve into convective ones [3, 24, 35] . The time trends of the maximum and average of VIS α θ (VIS α θ Max. time trend and VIS α θ Avg. time trend, respectively) indicate the growth of clouds over time, while the minimum and average of IR1 TB (IR1 TB Min. time trend and IR1 TB Avg. time trend, respectively) represent the changes in cloudtop height over time [3, 35] . To calculate the interest fields, it is necessary to trace the motion of cloud objects. Atmospheric motion vectors have been widely used for tracking clouds [3, 24, 38] . However, since COMS MI provides atmospheric motion vectors every hour, it is not appropriate to use them for tracing cloud objects every 15 min. Mecikalski et al. [39] proposed a simple cloud object tracking method using two consecutive images obtained over the same area. We adopted the method [39] to trace moving cloud objects from two consecutive IR1 images and then calculated the 15 min difference of the time-dependent interest fields.
Machine Learning Approaches for CI Detection
The occurrence of CI is set to a dependent variable for binary classification. For eight cases of CI over South Korea (ID CI1-CI8 in Table 3 ), the areas of convective clouds (CI areas) were manually delineated from cloudy areas observed in IR1 images of MI by referring to the location and times of lightning. CI areas were defined in this study as clouds within a 16 × 16 km window with the location of the first detection of lightning occurring at the center. The other cloudy areas were considered as non-CI areas. To extract the samples of the interest fields, each CI area was visually tracked from the IR1 images obtained 15-75 min before the image that was acquired at the nearest time of the lightning occurrence, not using the cloud tracking method of Mecikalski et al. [39] . To train and validate machine learning-based classification models, a total of 1072 samples (i.e., pixels) for the interest fields (624 CI and 448 non-CI samples) were selected from the MI images. Eighty percent of the samples for each class (498 samples for CI and 360 samples for non-CI) were used as a training dataset, while the remaining samples (124 samples for CI and 90 samples for non-CI) were used to validate the models. Machine learning, a novel approach used in various remote sensing applications including land use/land cover classification [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] , vegetation mapping [42, 45, 46] , and change detection [42, 47, 48] , was used for binary classification of CI and non-CI areas from COMS MI data. Three machine learning approaches-decision trees (DT), random forest (RF), and support vector machines (SVM)-were used in this study. To carry out decision tree-based classification, See5 developed by RuleQuest Research, Inc. [49] was used in this study. See5 uses repeated binary splits based on an entropy-related metric to develop a tree. A generated tree can be converted into a series of if-then rules, which makes it easy to analyze the classification results [49, 50] . RF builds a set of uncorrelated trees based on Classification and Regression Trees (CART) [51] , which is a rule-based decision tree. To overcome the well-known limitation of CART that classification results largely depend on the configuration and quality of training samples [52] , the numerous independent trees are grown by randomly selecting a subset of training samples for each tree and a subset of splitting variables at each node of the tree. After the learning process, a final conclusion from the independent decision trees is made by using either a simple majority voting or weighted majority voting strategy. In typical remote sensing applications, See5 and RF use samples extracted from remote sensing data as predictor variables to classify the samples into the target variable (e.g., class attributes in land cover mapping) [50] . In this study, RF was implemented using an add-on package in R software. See5 and RF in R software produce the information on the relative importance of input variables with attribute usage and mean decrease accuracy, respectively. The attribute usage information shows how the contribution the each variable has to the rules [49] , while mean decrease accuracy represents how much accuracy decreases when a variable is randomly permuted [51] . SVM is a supervised learning algorithm, which divides training samples into separate categories by constructing hyperplanes in a multidimensional space, typically a higher dimension than the original data, so the samples can be linearly separable. SVM assumes that the samples in multispectral data can be linearly separated in the input feature space. However, data points of different classes can overlap one another, leading to difficulty in linearly separating the samples. In order to solve such a problem, SVM uses a set of mathematical functions, called kernels, to project data into a higher dimension [53] . Selection of a kernel function and its parameterization are crucial for successful implementation of SVM [54, 55] . There are many kernel functions available, and radial basis functions (RBF) have been widely used for remote sensing applications [41, 56, 57] . In this study, the library for SVM (LIBSVM) software package [58] with a RBF kernel was adopted and the parameters of the kernel were optimized through a grid-search algorithm in LIBSVM.
To evaluate the performance of the three machine learning models, the user's accuracy, the producer's accuracy, the overall accuracy, and the kappa coefficient were computed from a confusion matrix of the test dataset which is a specific table for evaluating the performance of a classification result. Overall accuracy can be derived from dividing the number of samples that were correctly classified by the total number of samples. User's and producer's accuracies show how well individual classes were classified correctly. The producer's accuracy (i.e., omission error) refers to the probability that a CI (or a non-CI) area is correctly classified as such, while the user's accuracy (i.e., commission error) refers to the probability that a sample labeled as a CI (or a non-CI) is correctly classified as a certain class. Kappa coefficient, another criterion used for the assessment of classification results, measures the degree of agreement between classification and reference data considering change agreement occurring by chance. Moreover, the developed machine learning models were further validated using the four cases of CI (ID CI9-CI12 in Table 3 ), from which the probability of detection (POD), false alarm rate (FAR), and accuracy (ACC) were computed as follows [24] :
where H is the number of actual CI objects that were correctly classified as CI (i.e., hits), M is the number of CI objects that were incorrectly marked as non-CI (i.e., misses), FA is the number of non-CI objects that were incorrectly marked as CI (i.e., false alarm), and CN is all the remaining objects that were correctly classified as non-CI (i.e., correct negatives). A cloud object is defined as the lump of connected cloud pixels that resulted from machine learning-based CI detection. As the TLDS lightning data used for validation contain the locations of lightning occurrences only, for each case day, the H, M, FA, and CN were counted from the CI detection results derived from the COMS MI images obtained 15-30, 30-45, 45-60, and 60-75 min before lightning occurrence based on cloud objects. In the MI images obtained at the nearest time of the lightning occurrence, the cloud objects including the position of lightning were regarded as the actual CI. Meanwhile, in the MI images obtained 15-75 min before the image that was acquired at the nearest time of the lightning occurrence, the distances from clouds to the location of lightning occurrence were calculated using hourly atmospheric motion vector products of COMS MI by assuming constant velocity and direction of cloud drift over 1 h. For each case day, atmospheric motion vectors of clouds were averaged to find a typical value of drifting velocity. In the MI images obtained 15-75 min before lightning occurrence, the cloud objects within a given distance from the location of lightning occurrence were regarded as the actual CI. Overall POD, FAR, and ACC were computed for each machine learning model using the H, M, FA, and CN of all case days.
The lead time, the period of time that has elapsed between the CI prediction and the beginning of actual CI, for the four case days was calculated by applying a weighted average depending on H detected from the MI images obtained before lightning occurrence as follows:
where Ht is the number of H counted from the MI images obtained t minutes before lightning occurrence and n is the number of Ht. The lead time of each machine learning model was determined using Ht and n of all case days. Figure 2 shows box plots of the interest fields using the CI and non-CI samples. Colored boxes represent the interquartile range of the samples, while a line inside the box means median value of the samples. The vertical lines above and below of the box represent 1.5 times interquartile range beyond the lower and upper quartiles, and the points represent the outliers. The p-values in each box plot were derived by t-tests of the CI and non-CI samples of the interest field at the 95% confidence level. Thus, the p-values below 0.05 mean that there is a significant difference between the means of two groups. The values of WV-IR1 TB difference of CI are distinctly higher than those of non-CI (Figure 2e) . However, the other interest fields for CI show similar median values or interquartile range to those for non-CI. This means that the use of a fixed threshold value for each interest field, as is widely used in the previously developed CI detection algorithms [3, 24, 28, 35] , might not be suitable to detect CI, and suggests the need for multiple adaptive thresholds. Therefore, it is worth developing machine learning-based models that detect CI using multiple rules for the interest fields.
Results
CI Detection Model Performance
The test dataset was used to produce confusion matrices to assess the performance of the three machine learning models. The DT and RF models showed similar overall accuracies of 98.13% and 99.53%, respectively (Tables 4 and 5 ). However, the kappa coefficient of the RF model (99.04%) was slightly higher than that of DT (96.15%). This is possibly because RF uses a superior strategy to categorize samples based on two randomizations. Meanwhile, the SVM model classified the test samples to CI and non-CI perfectly ( Table 6 ) which means that the training and test samples are clearly separated by the optimized hyperplanes.
The relative importance of the input variables (i.e., the interest fields) for CI detection for the DT and RF models is shown in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. WV-IR1 TB, the most distinguishing variable between CI and non-CI as shown in Figure 2e , was identified as the most contributing variable to classify CI and non-CI in both the DT and RF models. The CI and non-CI samples of WV-IR1 TB show the smallest p-value compared to the other interest fields, representing that CI and non-CI have clearly distinct mean values for the interest field, at the 95% confidence level. The TB of WV is less than that of IR1 because of absorption of water vapor [3, 35, 59, 60] . The TB of IR1 is less than that of WV only when cloud tops penetrate in the lower parts of the stratosphere. When the clouds evolve vertically into deep convective clouds, the WV-IR1 TB tends to have negative values but near to zero because of the optical thickness of the clouds, which is distinctive from other cloud types [3, 24] . This reveals that WV-IR1 TB is the most important variable for CI detection. Mean decrease accuracy calculated using out-of-bag data when a variable was permuted in RF. The greater the decrease in accuracy, the more contributing the variable was.
The next contributing variables for both models were IR1 TB Min.-Avg. and VIS α θ Max.-Avg. The p-values for IR1 TB Min.-Avg. and VIS α θ Max.-Avg. were less than 0.05, which also represent that these interest fields significantly contributed to CI detection at the 95% confidence level. IR1 TB Min.-Avg. represents the degree of the vertical development of convective clouds, the value of which increases as clouds develop to convective. The amplitude of VIS α θ Max.-Avg., representing the cloud roughness, also increases as clouds evolve into convective clouds and induce large reflection at the convective core [3, 35, 61] . These variables show somewhat similar distribution between CI and non-CI in the boxplots (Figure 2a,c) . Nevertheless, they could be used as important variables because the median value of non-CI was not included in the interquartile range of CI for the variables.
Examination of CI Detection Models for Four Case Days
The machine learning models for CI detection were applied to the four case days (ID CI9-CI12 in Table  3 ), from which the generated contingency tables and validation statistics are presented in Tables 7 and 8 , respectively. Figures 5-8 show the CI detection maps for the four case days generated using the MI images of 15-60 min before lightning occurrence by the RF model. Although the SVM model classified the test samples into CI and non-CI exactly, it produced the lowest performance with an overall FAR of 83.3% (Table 8 ), compared to the other machine learning models. The FA for the SVM model was much larger than that of the other machine learning models (Table 7) , which implies that the hyperplanes separating CI and non-CI could not be valid for various CI cases due to the insufficient number of samples extracted from the training dataset (i.e., CI1-CI8). While the SVM model produced relatively low accuracy from the validation statistics, the two rule-based models, DT and RF, showed good performance for detecting CI (Tables 7 and 8) . Based on the model performance analyzed from the validation statistics, results from the two-rule based models are discussed in the following section. The RF and DT models yielded similar overall FAR (~46%) and ACC (~91%), while the RF model produced slightly higher overall POD (75.5%) than the DT model (70.7%). Both DT and RF models showed the highest POD for the case in 2012 (94.6% for DT and 94.7% for RF), while they produced the highest ACC for the case in 2011 (97.7% for DT and 97.8% for RF). The CN predicted by all machine learning models was highest for the 2011 case (899 for DT and 900 for RF) due to the wide cloud cover ( Figure 5 ), which contributed to high ACC. Meanwhile, the DT and RF models produced the smallest number of M for the case in 2012 (Table 7 and Figure 6 ), which resulted in the highest POD compared to the other case days (Table 8) .
Discussion
The developed machine learning models for CI detection based on COMS MI images showed good performance over the Korea Peninsula with POD higher than 70% and FAR lower than 50% for tracked cloud objects, and could provide a longer lead time than other CI detection algorithms used for other geostationary satellites. However, the machine learning models require the manual tracking of clouds to construct the interest fields because COMS MI has provided hourly atmospheric motion vectors that are not appropriate to track clouds from the MI images acquired every 15 min. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an algorithm for deriving atmospheric motion vectors in a shorter period of time (~15 min) from COMS MI data to forecast CI quickly. As the accuracy of the automation of cloud motion tracking can lead to errors in CI detection, such automation of producing atmospheric motion vectors from COMS MI data should be carefully evaluated in the future.
In terms of variable importance, the information contained in VIS α θ STD and IR1 TB STD can be similar to that in IR1 TB Min.-Avg. and VIS α θ Max.-Avg. However, the contributions of VIS α θ STD and IR1 TB STD were relatively low, which might be caused in part by that the window size used to calculate the interest fields was different between IR1 TB Min.-Avg. and VIS α θ Max.-Avg. The difference might also suggest that TB Min.-Avg. and VIS α θ Max.-Avg. should be more effective in detecting CI and the organization of deep convection as those indices exhibit more significant difference in TB and the reflectance between the convection core and the surrounding background than the STDs. The contributions of all the time-dependent variables to CI detection were low as well. The difference of CI and non-CI for VIS α θ STD (p = 8.81 × 10 ) and the time-dependent variables, except for VIS α θ Max. time trend, were statistically significant (Figure 2 ), but their importance for CI detection was lower than the three most important interest fields. Figure 2 shows that the interest fields, except for the three most contributing interest fields, have similar median values between CI and non-CI. This means that they have relatively low sensitivity to detect CI, although they are strongly correlated with the cloud development stages. The IR1 TB Avg. time trend (p = 5.15 × 10
) was not even used in the DT model. The contributions of the time-dependent variables to CI detection can vary by the accuracy of the cloud motion tracking method of Mecikalski et al. [39] . However, Mecikalski et al. [39] reported that the cloud tracking method produces high accuracy, and thus the variable importance of the two rule-based machine learning models can be considered as reasonable.
High performances of the CI detection were clearly attributed to the novelty of machine learning approaches, but could be influenced by the evaluation method of the model performances as well. The CI detection models were evaluated based on the cloud objects. Large cloud objects as shown in Figures  6 and 7 would contribute to high POD and low FAR. Moreover, only four case days would not be enough to evaluate the general performance of the CI detection models.
The averaged lead time of CI detection with respect to the first detection of lightning occurrence was calculated to be 37.4 min from the DT model and 37.5 min by the RF model (Table 8 ). This means that COMS MI images used in the developed DT and RF models can provide a usable lead time of 30-45 min for CI over Northeast Asia, which is reasonable, timely, and comparable with the CI forecast lead times of GOES SATSCAT version 2 and SEVIRI RDT that are ~15-30 min [24, 35, 62] .
The lightning occurrence data, used as a reference dataset in this study, cannot represent all CI objects. Ground-level radar echo higher than 35 dBZ depicts the distribution of convective clouds [3, 30, 63] , from which many more samples used for making CI detection models can be collected from additional case days. This approach makes it possible to perform the pixel-based assessment of model performance. Consequently, the CI detection models developed in this study can be further improved if more samples of convective clouds by using atmospheric motion vectors produced in a short period of time and groundlevel radar echo data are used in the models.
A drawback of the proposed models is that they cannot be applied at night as they use visible channels. In order to early detect nighttime CI, an algorithm without using visible channels should be developed. Additional input variables such as total precipitable water and atmospheric stability can be used to improve both day and nighttime CI detection.
Conclusions
This study developed CI detection models from COMS MI images obtained from 2011-2014 based on three machine learning techniques-DT, RF, and SVM. SVM classified the test samples into CI and non-CI perfectly, but produced very high FAR. RF produced slightly better performance than DT for CI detection from COMS MI images based on the accuracy assessment and validation statistics. While the SVM model could not detect CI well due to the possible overfitting to the CI1-CI8 samples, the two rule-based models produced high POD and low FAR. WV-IR1 TB was identified as the most contributing variable to detect CI regardless of the rule-based model used. The next contributing variables to detect CI using the DT and RF models were IR1 TB Min.-Avg. and VIS α θ Max.-Avg. The averaged lead times of CI detection based on the DT and RF models were 36.8 and 37.7 min, respectively. This enables 30-min forecast of CI over Northeast Asia using COMS MI images.
The cloud pixels located near the lightning occurrence were regarded as the actual CI, which could not represent all CI objects in the COMS MI imagery. This could be a potential error source for the CI detection results. However, it is difficult to increase the number of CI samples when only using the lightning occurrence data. Moreover, the CI objects were visually tracked from the MI images to construct the variables of the time-dependent interest fields. As the visual tracking of clouds is time consuming, which is not ideal to quickly forecast CI. Future research includes (1) improving the CI detection models for COMS MI using ground-level radar echo data; (2) enhancing the temporal resolution of atmospheric motion vectors from MI images down to 15 min; and (3) developing nighttime CI detection models using additional variables such as total precipitable water and atmospheric stability.
